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Convergence and monetization as indicators of content quality 
Social platforms as the channels of information distribution – speed and openness, accessibility and hyper textuality, interactivity and convergence – have won the audience, had rebuilt the culture of perception of content, its consumption.
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Конвергенция и монетизация как индикаторы качества контента
Социальные площадки как каналы распространения информации – скорость и открытость, доступность и гипертекстуальность, интерактивность и конвергентность – завоевали аудиторию, перестроили культуру восприятия контента, его потребление. 
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It became obvious with the advent of the Internet that the nature of the journalistic work becomes blurring – genre characteristics, expressiveness and the structure were lost. Against the backdrop of the development of the communication web platforms, information became unmanageable. And as weaker the information flow was organized, as more obvious was the challenge to technical progress.
In the meantime, the traditional media have lost substantially the elements of the Internet. Their vertical organization seemed archaic in comparison with the clear horizontal connections of the new media, with the phenomenon of cross-platforms. As a result, the journalist, the audience, the advertisers and brands were continued to migrate to the Internet. The information economy acquired more multi-layered structure of consumption.
Gradually, the hierarchy began to be organized demonstrating the wonders of self-regulation: social networks made it possible for every commenter to be heard, to become an author, to earn on their creativity. Unique features of the journalist’s work have become popular. And now even Hollywood stars (Jennifer Lawrence) are giving up their careers in favour of journalism.
There is another economic quality of information. In the conditions of growth of technologies, the model of payment for content on the web for a user (or a group of users) defines it as the beneficiary of certain knowledge and under other favourable conditions expresses a constant balance of demand and supply. It is the new economic quality of information that allowed the market to develop as self-regulating.
Thus, the monetization of content allows the use of currencies, expressed not only materially: real and virtual money; links to other articles, public posts, blogs, etc.; other social information Internet resources. Pavel Durov used this property in the mobile network "Telegram".
Under the condition of monetization and under other favourable conditions for the information distribution, the content capitalization will always strive for users’ characteristics, thus identifying them. And vice versa, the user’s demand for unique information forms a proposal for a quality variety of journalistic materials. In addition to other advantages, online targeting allows you to accurately monetize not only the audience but also content and traffic. And Telegram is trying to target the context as well, publishing the ratings of publications.
And in this regard, an important role belongs to such phenomena as convergence and hyper textuality of information. Its value now consists not only in objectivity, uniqueness and relevance but also in the design and content distribution. All the properties and formats of information that it is capable of are important here. Due to different forms of presentation (text, infographics, meme, caricature, audio, video, etc.), information can be placed on different platforms. As a result, it will be read/ listened/ viewed by users at times more than before.
Thus, it became easier to organize mass information product thanks to different communication platforms. But quality of information often suffers from the service process: thus, we become to observe the fake news phenomenon. As long as competition between platforms only develops, the information market is master them. But monetization as a mark of the content quality and content distribution remains one of the main social-economic information phenomena.

